In this paper the Hasse-Minkowski theorem is used over a number field to give necessary and sufficient conditions for the orthogonal similarity of two symmetric matrices over the field of rational numbers.
INTRODUCTION Let S,(F), O,,(F), GL.(F)
be the sets of all n X n symmetric matrices, orthogonal matrices, and invertible matrices respectively with entries in a domain F. As usual, denote by Z, Q the ring of integers and the field of rationals. Assume that A, B E S"(Q) h ave the same characteristics polynomial. We then study the problem when
O(Q) A-B -A = Q"BQ, Q E O(Q). (1.1)
It is obvious that this problem is equivalent to simultaneous conjugacy of two pairs (A, I) and (B, I>, where I is the identity matrix. According to Waterhouse [4] In this paper we solve the problem (1.1) in a different way, using its special structure. Namely, we use the fact that any real symmetric matrix is diagonable. In our opinion, our approach is superior to the two mentioned above. It is similar to the approach in [4] in that we reduce (1.1) to the problem of conjugacy of two quadratic forms over a number field. 
MAIN RESULTS

Let det(AZ -
be the decomposition of the characteristic polynomial of A to its irreducible factors. Set , k. Let F be a domain. As usual, for U, V E S,(F) denote In what follows we shall always assume that det(hZ -A) = det(hZ -B).
In [l] we proved that (2.5) . IS a necessary and sufficient condition for the rational orthogonal similarity of A, B E S,(Q) provided that the characteristic polynomial of A splits to linear factors over Q [ h] . In general, Lemma 2.4
gives only necessary conditions. Indeed, if
where 4 is an irreducible polynomial, then (2.5) is trivially satisfied. This does not mean that A and B are rationally orthogonally similar even for n = 2.
Let p E R be an eigenvalue of A E S,(Q). If p E Q, then let D( p) be the minimal extension field of Q, so that p E D( p). Let D( p) = Q if
p E Q. Set yp( A) = {u; u E D( p)", Au = pu} = span{oj( A), . . . , t~i(')( A)},
6)
For A E S,(R) let spec( A) C R be the spectrum of A, i.e. the set of all eigenvalues of A. Our main result is:
THEOREM 2.7.
Let A, B E S,(Q). Assume that det(hZ -A) = det(hZ -B). For p E spec( A) let A,, B, be defined by (2.6). Zf A 'z)B then
D(p) A, -BP>
p E spec( A). Assume that the conditions (2.8) hold for pi, i = 1, . , k. Let 4 be an irreducible factor of det(hZ -A) = det(hZ -B) of degree m, and assume that E( 4) is the splitting field of $(A). Denote by ri, . , T, the m distinct roots of 4. We assume that rr = p,, m = m(rl) = mq for some I < 9 < k.
Suppose furthermore that D(T~) c E(4) is the subfield generated by adjoining 7i to Q for i = 1,. . . , m. Let G be the automorphism group of E(4) which leaves Q fixed. Assume that G has M elements. Suppose furthermore that cri, , a, E G satisfy the conditions cr((ri) = ri, i = 1,.
, m. We view E(4)" as an Mn dimensional vector space over Q. Thus, each automor- We make the same assumption on the corresponding bases of the eigenspaces of B. Furthermore, we assume that the the bases in yr,< A) and y71 ( 
OCZ,)
A -B, p=2,3 1".
(3.1)
Note that the assumption A
O(Q)
-B implies the condition (3.1) for all but except a finite number of primes.
